An Adoration and Lamentation
of Iberian-Italian origin
by Michael Riddick

Fig. 01: Adoration of the Shepherds, here attributed to the workshop or circle of Giovan Antonio Polacini (?), 1561,
Milan, Italy, gilt bronze with silver applications (Walters Art Museum, Inv. 54.229)

Fig. 02: Lamentation, here attributed to the workshop or circle of Giovan Antonio Polacini (?), ca. 1561,
Milan, Italy, partially gilt bronze with silver applications (Detroit Institute of Arts, Inv. 24.77)

An Adoration and Lamentation
of Iberian-Italian origin
A pair of medium-sized reliefs depicting

A terminus ante quem for the Lamentation relief

the Adoration of the Shepherds (Fig. 01) and

is secured by a bronze aftercast example at the

a Lamentation (Fig. 02) are known by an

Civic Museum of Ferrara which features the

innumerable quantity of casts in private and

Venetian foundry stamp of Santo or Joseph de

public collections. Certain particularities

Levis, dated 1577.9

distinguish the casts by their treatment of
draperies, textures and minor additions or

Prospero Rizzini first cataloged examples of

subtractions to the reliefs. Examples of the

the Adoration relief at the Musei Civici di

Adoration feature various dates integrally

Brescia, suggesting its design was inspired

inscribed in the casts and examples of both reliefs

by a Parmigianino painting, a logical

were produced over the centuries in a variety of

assumption based on the inscribed entablature

mediums1 and using diverse means of facture.2

which plausibly reads PARM[IGIANINO]
INVENT[ORE].10 Andrea Moschetti followed the

The finest known casts of the Adoration feature an

suggestion, instead assuming it derived from an

inscription, PARM INVENT, along the entablature

unidentified drawing by that master.11 In spite

of the architectural ruins depicted in the scene

of Parmigianino’s death in 1540, other scholars

and a broken capital resting on the ground, along

maintained these notions in consideration of the

the lower margin, features the date: 1561.

longevity of the artist’s influence.12

Evidence of the relief’s success and its continued

Soon thereafter another possible candidate,

reproduction are observed by later, probably

the Parmense goldsmith and medallist, Gian

contemporaneous casts, featuring the dates: 1580,

Federico Bonzagna, was forwarded as a possible

1586 and 1600. Further dated examples, featuring

identity for PARM INVENT.13 Bonzagna signed his

an alternative inscription along the entablature,

medals with varying abbreviations of IOANNES

GLORIA IN EXCELSIS DEO, include the years:

FEDERICUS PARMENSIS. The suggestion

1587, 1589, and 1590.

gathered even more widespread acceptance than
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the association with Parmigianino and is today
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still frequently referenced as the inventor of the

Other scholars have taken a more reserved

reliefs notwithstanding Francesco Rossi’s rejection

approach toward the reliefs like Wilhelm von

of the idea, commenting on its “total absence of

Bode who simply described them as 16th century

any connections with Bonzagna’s known work,”

Italian works.18 Ernst Bange19 and Max Bernhart

and Anthony Geber’s observation that Bonzagna

considered them possibly Venetian20 and others

always included his first name in his signatures,15

designated the pair as Emilian, ca. 1550-75,21 or

absent on the Adoration relief. More recently,

possibly Roman.22

14

Charles Avery noted Bonzagna’s medallic reverses
do not satisfactorily relate to the two reliefs16

Lewis’ recent ascription of the two reliefs to

and Doug Lewis rejected their association with

Pellegrino Tibaldi remains unpublished23 but

Bonzagna, commenting on a pax featuring a

was acknowledged and accepted by Avery.24

Lamentation thought to be the work of Bonzagna

Lewis related Tibaldi’s activity in Bologna,

and whose design has nothing in common with

where Parmigianino was active between 1527-

the Lamentation relief here discussed.

31 and where the printmaker, Giulio Bonasone,

17

reproduced his designs, as key components to the
genesis of the reliefs. Unfortunately, no known
works by Parmigianino are analogous to the reliefs,
save for Lewis’ interesting observation that the
triumphal Roman arch in the background of
his panel of the Madonna with Saint Zacharias
corresponds to the architectural setting of the
Adoration. Most other comparisons made by
Lewis are perhaps too superficial and rely again
on the suggestion that a lost drawing or potential
composite of Parmigianino-themed works could
have served as sources for the Adoration and
Lamentation designs. While the suggestion of
Tibaldi is fresh and adventurous, to the present
author’s knowledge, he is not known to have
worked in metal sculpture and his stone reliefs
have nothing in common with the stylistic
character of the Adoration and Lamentation
reliefs.
Rather, the reliefs most convincingly belong to

Fig. 03: Christ Healing the blind near Jericho, circle of Giovanni
da Nola, partially gilt stained-wood (Sacristy of Santissima
Annunziata Maggiore, Naples)
An Adoration and Lamentation of Iberian-Italian origin
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Fig. 04: Parade Shield, anonymous, ca. 1550-59, Milan, Italy, silver and gold damascened steel; Wallace Collection, UK, Inv. A325
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whereas in Milan we observe
it in certain features of the
Milan Cathedral as well as
in the arms trade (Fig. 04)
which frequently exported to
Hapsburg patrons and other
European courts.28
The visual language of this
cultural merger is most
evident on the impact it had
on artists commuting between
Spain and these cities who fell
under the indelible spell of
Michelangelo’s overarching
influence in Italy as well
Fig. 05: Detail of a Lamentation, here attributed to the workshop or circle of Giovan
Antonio Polacini (?), ca. 1561, Milan, Italy (Detroit Institute of Arts) (left); detail of
Jeremiah by Michelangelo Buonarroti, ca. 1508-12, Sistine Chapel, Rome (right)

be shown, the motifs displayed on the two reliefs

Leonardo. It’s worth noting
Adalbert von Lanna (or his
cataloguer’s) early comment
on Michelangelo’s influence on

the Lamentation relief,29 in particular, we observe

do not rely on Emilian sources but rather very

an attendant in the Lamentation scene grasping

evident ones fusing Iberian and Italian modalities.

his face, borrowing from Michelangelo’s Jeremiah

Lewis, in conducting the earliest census of casts of

of the Sistine Chapel frescoes (Fig. 05).

both reliefs, observed that a quantity of them were
probably cast in Spain.25

As regards sculpture, an early example of IberianItalian fusion is observed in the work of Diego

The Spanish occupation of Naples and Milan,

de Silóe, whose father had worked in Italy, and

where Spanish governors were active participants

especially Bartolomé Ordóñez, both natives of

in the cultural life of those cities,26 and where

Burgos who traveled to Italy and established

trade between Catalonia and Naples, for

themselves in Naples.

example, was prominent,27 resulted in a visual
language in which Iberian and Italian influences

A striking parallel to the relief of the Lamentation

converged. In Naples, the centerpiece of this

is a walnut devotional panel (Fig. 06) carved in the

transaction is evident in the projects taking place

stiacciato technique pioneered by Donatello, first

at Santissima Annunziata Maggiore (Fig. 03)
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Fig. 06: Lamentation of Christ by Bartolomé Ordóñez, ca. 1518-19, Barcelona, Spain, walnut (private collection)
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observed by Riccardo Naldi.30 The
panel was possibly made to help
win the commission for the choir
stalls of Barcelona Cathedral
where the motif is again reprised
(Fig. 07). The figural form of
Christ descends from Florence
where Ordóñez is presumed
to have been active, inspired
by Donatello’s Deposition of
the San Lorenzo pulpits or Fra
Bartolomeo’s painting of the
subject.
The cross-pollination of the
design is again evident between
Barcelona and Naples through
its recurrence on a marble
Deposition Ordóñez made for
the Tomb of Bonifacio at the
Church of Santi Severino e Sossio
or in other works like a relief on
the altar of Salerno Cathedral’s
Vicariis Chapel, thought executed
by an unknown Neapolitan
sculptor during the 1520s-30s (Fig.

Fig. 07: Deposition of Christ by Bartolomé Ordóñez, ca. 1518-19, wood (Barcelona
Cathedral choir stalls)

08). Ordóñez’s marble Deposition

An early influence upon the Adoration relief is

features themes apparent in both the Adoration

again noted in the marble panel of the same

and Lamentation reliefs, notably the face of the

subject Ordóñez realized for the Chapel of

mourning Virgin on the left, the figural form of

Caracciolo di Vico at San Giovanni a Carbonara

the deposed Christ and the inward leaning figure

Church in Naples wherein the crouching figure at

on the right whose back and drapery are implied

the lower left corner is related, though borrows

by the right-most figure on the Adoration

the turned head of the right-most attendant of

(Fig. 09).
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Fig. 08: Deposition by Bartolomé Ordóñez, marble (Tomb of Bonifacio at the Church of Santi Severino e Sossio, Naples) (top);
Lamentation, anonymous Neapolitan sculptor, ca. 1520s-30s (altar of Vicariis chapel at Salerno Cathedral, Italy) (bottom)
An Adoration and Lamentation of Iberian-Italian origin
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Fig. 09: Detail of a Deposition by Bartolomé Ordóñez (Tomb
of Bonifacio, Naples) (top-left); detail of an Adoration by
Bartolomé Ordóñez, marble (San Giovanni a Carbonara Church,
Naples) (bottom-left); details of a bronze Lamentation and
Adoration (right)

Fig. 10: Adoration by Bartolomé Ordóñez, marble (Chapel of
Caracciolo di Vico at San Giovanni a Carbonara Church, Naples)

cornices, might prefigure the 1561 Adoration, along

which has often been conjectured.32 Certainly,

with the brick wall featured at the right of the

the motifs appear in the work of Alonso’s pupils

relief (Figs. 09, 10).

and collaborators,33 namely Francisco Giralte, a
student of Berrugeuete between 1532-35 and later

The essence of this Iberian-Italian style is

a chief sculptor in his workshop between 1539-42,

maintained in Naples by other sculptors like

helping to execute the wood choir stalls of Toledo

Giovanni da Nola whose tomb for Ramón de

Cathedral.34

Cardona, made in 1522-25, was transported
piecemeal from Naples to the Church of Bellpuig

Giralte’s style is uniquely distinct from that of

in Lleida, Spain or via members of his circle

his teacher, being of a tempered character which

responsible for works like an Annunciation

especially relates to our pair of Adoration and

of the Virgin at SS. Annunziata (Fig. 11), and

Lamentation reliefs. His panel of Job on the

more broadly through the influence of Alonso

Dunghill Reviled by his Wife35 (Fig. 12) shows

Beruguette whose adoption of these motifs

the same model of Christ in the Lamentation

may inform of a possible pass through Naples

substituted for Job whose physiognomy and

31
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posture are comparable while his wife’s gesture
recalls those leaning inwardly on both the
Lamentation and Adoration reliefs. We may
also call attention to idiosyncrasies, especially
of draperies, observed in his other panels of the
Lamentation (Museo Nacional de Escultura,
Valladolid), Holy Family, Annunciation (Fig. 13),
and Anna Selbdritt (Mullany Fine Art) which
convey a similar stylistic essence.
Of similar approach is a small low-relief Burial of
Christ by Manuel Álvarez, carved in wood, from
about 1550-55,36 clearly inspired by Ordóñez’s relief
of the subject with an Italian styling indebted
to Berruguete’s influence as well. A superficial

Fig. 11: Detail of the Adoration, here attributed to the
workshop or circle of Giovan Antonio Polacini (?), 1561, Milan,
Italy, gilt bronze with silver applications; Walters Art Museum,
Inv. 54.229 (left); Annunciation of the Virgin, circle of Giovanni
da Nola, partially gilt stained-wood (Sacristy of Santissima
Annunziata Maggiore, Naples) (right)

correspondence may also be noted between the
figure of the infant Christ of the Adoration and
Álvarez’s marble Adoration at the Museo Marés in
Barcelona (Fig. 14).
Like Giralte, Álvarez served as a young assistant to
Berruguete, employed also during the production
of the choir stalls for the Toledo Cathedral.
His proximity to Giralte is evinced by his later
marriage to Giralte’s sister.
The continued presence of these motifs between
Italy and Spain, leading into the 1550s, is a certain
catalyst for their appearance on our two reliefs
presumed made in 1561. While it is unlikely Giralte
modeled the low-relief plaques of the Lamentation
and Adoration,37 he may have had an influence on
or could have been responsible for some phase of
their designs. Though he is predominantly known

Fig. 12: Job on the Dunghill Reviled by his Wife, attributed
to Francisco Giralte, ca. 1550, wood (Museo Nacional de
Escultura, Valladolid)
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drawings by him are yet identified.38 Documents
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Fig. 13: Adoration and Lamentation, here attributed to the workshop or circle of Giovan Antonio Polacini (?), ca. 1561, bronze, Milan,
Italy (left); Annunciation and Holy Family, attributed to Francisco Giralte, ca. 1550, wood (Museo Nacional de Escultura, Valladolid)
(right)
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relating to the lawsuit against
his sculptural rival, Juan de Juni,
make repeated reference to his
numerous designs for painters,
sculptors and silversmiths,39
thus linking him as a possible
candidate for providing designs to
be prepared in metal. Documents
place Giralte in Madrid
during 1561,40 the year Philip II
permanently established his court
there and an ample location for
the diffusion of ideas and designs
into Spanish held territory across
the Mediterranean.
The scale of the Adoration and
Lamentation suggest a possible
use on tabernacles or house
altars. Notable is their subtlety
of relief; whose modest height
relies on strong compositions and
remarkable surface refinement
to add virtuosity to their
character rather than a delicacy
of modeling. This is especially
evident on the crisply cast and
Fig. 14: Burial of Christ attributed to Manuel Álvarez, ca. 1550-55, wood panel
(private collection) (top); detail of the Adoration by Manuel Álvarez, marble (Museo
Marés, Barcelona) (bottom-left); detail of the Adoration, Milan, 1561, bronze
(Walters Art Museum) (bottom-right)

remarkably ornamented versions
of the relief which feature partial
silvering for flesh tones or the
addition of small silver studs used
to highlight fabric patterns or
architectural features. The unique
scale of these plaques, coupled
with their manner of relief and
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ornamentation, exclusively places their execution

and damascenders active in Milan’s weapon and

alongside the steel and iron armorers of Spanish-

arms production. In particular, we may observe

occupied Milan whose production of reliefs are

the application of small silver studs in their

a much-understudied subject in the category of

craft, like those featured on a richly ornamented

plaquettes.

hunting spear for Archduke Ferdinand II by
Giovanni Battista Panzeri in 1560 (Fig. 15).41

While the primary figural groups featured on the
reliefs have an evident Iberian-Italian origin, their

The style and shallow depth of the Adoration

backgrounds are distinctly of-the-kind observed

and Lamentation plaques are also congruent

in the production of armor in Milan during the

with the embossed steel and iron reliefs carefully

third quarter of the 16th century. The impressive

hammered in repoussé by master Milanese

and complex patterns featured on the drapery

armorers, suggesting the original models of the

of the protagonists not only imitate the estofado

Adoration and Lamentation were probably steel

tradition of Spain but also incorporate exotic

molds rather than plaster casts derived from wax

Moorish patterns characteristic of the goldsmiths

or clay models. However, their likely origin in
a Milanese arms workshop where goldsmiths,
foundrymen, damascenders and other specialized
artisans congregated, yet establishes them as an
eccentric production in a locus where shields,
swords, armor and scenes of mythology and
Marcus Curtius’ heroic deeds were eminent. This
later observation is perhaps also why Milan has
been overlooked as a possible place of origin for
these pendant reliefs depicting the birth and death
of Christ.
Narrowing their origin are two Milanese
workshops specializing in armor that are
exclusively known to have produced and marketed
objects beyond the arms industry, to include
damascened steel desks, cabinets, and other
various luxury items, and more scarcely, items of a
devotional nature, like paxes and traveling altars.42
These two workshops were respectively supervised

Fig. 15: Detail of a damascened spear-head with silver
applications by Giovan Battista Panzeri, 1560 (Kunsthistorisches
Museum) (top); detail of an Adoration,

An Adoration and Lamentation of Iberian-Italian origin

by Panzeri, already noted, and Giovanni Antonio
Polacini.43
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Fig. 16: Damascened steel reliefs of the Last Supper, Miracle of the Eucharist and Supper at Emmaus by Giovan Antonio Polacini
and Marco Antonio Fava, 1576

While much more is known of Panzeri’s

The only work firmly known to be the

production and style, the surviving work of

workmanship of Polacini-Fava are three large

Polacini is scarcely known. Polacini, also called

embossed reliefs for a tabernacle depicting scenes

Romerio or Romè, received training at a young

of the Last Supper, Supper at Emmaus and of

age under the tutelage of Giovan Ambrogio

the Miracle of the Eucharist which, according

Vimodrone between 1540-44, learning an

to legend, took place at the Parish Church of

education in “the art of adorning armor and

St. Oswald in Seefeld, Austria (Fig. 16). The

swords.” In 1545 Polacini contracted the

tabernacle was commissioned for that church

damascender, Marco Antonio Fava, who would

by Archduke Ferdinand II of Tyrol at the price of

serve both Panzeri and Polacini intermittently

2000 florins, paid in 1576.46 The reliefs were still

throughout their careers.45

at the church in 1862 but the tabernacle must

44

have been dismantled by 1876 where parts were
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dispersed, first noted belonging to a blacksmith

Leydi.48 Polacini’s reliance on models is also

from Innsbruck and then entering the antiques

documented in the preparation of a table made

market and whose whereabouts have remained

for the Duke of Alba in 1559, featuring ovular

unknown for the past century-and-a-half.47

reliefs with motifs and figures provided by Leone
Leoni.49 The reach of Polacini’s workshop is

Specific idiosyncrasies observed on these three

also evinced by his employ of emissaries to help

reliefs may suggest a relationship with the

facilitate his affairs in various courts of Europe,

Adoration and Lamentation reliefs. First is their

such as his recruitment of Battista de Angelis

apparent reliance upon models, in this case, by

in Vienna who managed his affairs with the

Guadenzio Ferrari of Milan as noted by Silvio

Habsburgs situated there during the early 1560s.50
However, it’s the finer, distinguishing qualities
of Polacini’s skill as a chaser and embosser of
steel that most suggestively link the Adoration
and Lamentation reliefs with those destined
for Seefeld. Of initial note are the extravagant
and diversely juxtaposed pattern-work of his
draperies and backgrounds, giving vibrant life
to the compositions. The stylistic modeling of
the characters faces can also be related with the
orbs of the eyes rendered smooth and enclosed
by almond-shaped lids. The hair, beards and
moustaches are rendered in equivalent volume
with short wavy strokes, deeply chased into the
surface of the relief to delineate texture. The
helix of the ears are modeled thicker-than-nature
and the hands feature comparable postures and
elegance (Fig. 17). The dog at the base of the Last
Supper also echoes the sheep held by an attendant
in the Adoration.
A particular parallel is observed in the stylistic
preference for rendering clouds while the crudely

Fig. 17: Details of the Adoration, here attributed to the
circle or workshop of Giovan Antonio Polacini (?), Milan,
1561, bronze (Walters Art Museum) (left); details from the
Seefeld tabneracle reliefs by Giovan Antonio Polacini and
Marco Antonio Fava, 1576 (right)

An Adoration and Lamentation of Iberian-Italian origin
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unusually imaginative dome in the center of the
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Fig. 18: Detail of a panel of Christ Healing, circle of Giovanni da Nola, partially gilt stained-wood (Sacristy of Santissima Annunziata
Maggiore, Naples) (left); details of the Adoration, here attributed to the circle or workshop of Giovan Antonio Polacini (?), Milan,
1561, bronze (Walters Art Museum) (second-from-left; right); detail from the Seefeld tabneracle Last Supper relief by Giovan
Antonio Polacini and Marco Antonio Fava, 1576 (second-from-right)

Adoration, probably inspired by the transmission

alongside Polacini in 1563.53 Yet more mysterious

of ideas from the gilt-wood panels at SS.

is the inscription, PARM INVENT, which in

Annunziata in Naples, executed in the 1550s (Fig.

spite of all the correspondences drawn in this

18). More specifically, the unusual orb set atop

article, still provides no confident explanation

its spire features again on the background of a

for its meaning though its integral feature in

building along the left-side of the Adoration, a

the scene recalls the habit by which armorers

peculiar feature scarcely observed in any other

would conceal signatures and dates in their work.

chased background architectures of Milanese

Nor is an impetus for their creation known,

production. Lastly, the general importance given

though the influence of the Counter-Reformer

to architecture in his reliefs relates it well with the

Charles Borromeo of Milan and the presence of a

Adoration.

Milanese pope in 1561 may suggest an atmosphere

51

of patronage related to the reliefs.54
In spite of the correspondences between the
Seefeld reliefs and pendant Adoration and

The continued transmission of ideas between

Lamentation, there is yet the possibility of other

Spain and their outlying territories in Italy

embossers being involved as hired-hands in

also evinces a hasty diffusion of the Milanese

Polacini’s workshop, such as Giovan Antonio

production of these reliefs into Spain. Lewis

Appiani whom Fava had independently hired

suggests examples of the relief featuring the

in 1561 as a relief embosser, later to join Fava

inscription, GLORIA IN EXCELSIS DEO, were

52
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possibly the product of Spanish foundries during
the 1580s.55 Certainly, by 1570 the presence of the
Adoration is already secured by its reproduction
on the high altar at the Parish Church of Urroz in
Navarre, executed by Miguel de Espinal (Fig. 19).56
Of final note is a much later treatment of the
Adoration reliefs, known by examples in pressed
silver with an added bead-and-lozenge border
and sometimes featuring a brick façade, of
varying height, along the lower register. These
were most frequently mounted to a wood backing
but some examples were prepared in silhouette
for mounting against precious stone. Due to
the modern character of these examples, Avery
questioned whether the entire production of
Adoration reliefs was a pastiche by the late 19th
and early 20th century forger, Luigi Francesco
Parmeggiani.57 However, this theory was later
redacted by him and others have pointed out clear
early origins, for example, Lewis notes a pressed
silver example at the Civic Museum of Brescia was
given to the museum in 1828 by Gabriele Scovoli

Fig. 19: Wood panel of the Adoration by Miguel de Espinal,
ca. 1570, high altar of the Parish Church of Urroz in Navarre

and another example in that same museum has
on its reverse the written date of 1804. Lewis
also notes an example at the Castello Sforzesco
whose wooden support has the attached date
of 1792.58 Finally, Attilio Troncavini, who first
challenged Avery’s hypothesis, was apt to point
out a tabernacle at the Church of Santa Maria
del Carmine in Milan, featuring a pressed-silver
example of the relief, dated 1808.59
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